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The GlasGARD glass safety fence is an architecturally sophistica-
ted safety fence made of high-quality glass elements with extre-
mely high resistance and a high detection performance.

The built-in glass elements are fabricated from safety glass and 
reliably prevent the penetration of all calibres with long guns accor-
ding to the standards DIN 52290-2 and DIN EN 1063, thus making 
GlasGARD ideal for the protection of particularly endangered per-
sons.

GlasGARD detects bullet and breakthrough attacks concealed and 
not visible to the attacker. This perimeter protection can be combi-
ned with powerful upgrade solutions to meet the individual needs of 
the customer: Protection against climb-over, undergravel etc.

Due to the transparency, the glass inserts are an interesting alter-
native to conventional security fences, as the view into nature or the 
environment remains unrestricted.

Areas of application:

■ Country estates/Villas
■ government quarters
■ company premises

DIN 52290-2 DIN EN 1063 Comparison
DIN/EN

C1 pistol 9 mm BR1 shotgun .22 BR1 not included in DIN 52290

C2 revolver.357 mag. BR2 pistol 9 mm Para BR2 ≥ C2

BR3 revolver.357 mag. BR3 ≥ C2

BR4 revolver.44 mag. BR4 ≥ C3

C3 revolver.44 mag. BR5 army rifle
5,56 x 45

BR5 not included in DIN 52290

 C4 Nato rifle G3,
7,62 x 51 WK

BR6 rifle 7,
62 x 51 WK

BR6 ≥ C4

C5 Nato rifle G3
7 x 62 x 51 Hk

BR7 rifle 7,
62 x 51 HK

BR7 ≥ C5

SG1 smooth bore 
calibre12/70, 1 hit

SG1 not included in DIN 52290

SG2 smooth bore  
calibre12/70, 3 hits

SG2 not included in DIN 52290

bullet-resistant glass 
safety fence with alarm 
function
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